Resurrecting a 1926 Chevrolet
By Bill Palombo
as told to Steve White

Bill Palombo learned about mechanical things on a farm when he was very young, and now was looking for a
hobby that could put his skills to good use. He thought about it and decided that the old car hobby was the thing
for him. So, he set off in search of a car.
Bill always had a fondness for Chevys and set his sights on one from the twenties. He was conflicted over
whether to get a restored car or one needing work. That decision was thought to beresolved when he found a 26
Chevy for sale on eBay. Photos revealed what appeared to be a very clean car, if not a beauty. So, Bill bought it
sight-unseen, thinking this was a car he could start enjoying immediately.
When the car arrived home, Bill could see at first glance that he had been a bit optimistic. It was a little less
than perfect. And, as he dug deeper, he realized he should have gone to see the car before buying it. So, it turns
out that Bill would get to use his skills doing a complete restoration. That was the year 2000.
Bill’s Chevy is a 1926 Superior V two-door coach. Wheelbase between the wood artillery wheels is 103 inches.
The car weighs 1800 pounds. The engine is an overhead valve in-line 4 with a bore of 3-11/16 inches and a 4
inch stroke, displacing 171 cubic inches. With a Carter updraft carburetor it yields 26HP at 2000 RPM. It
features an electric starter with a trusty crank as backup.
Exhibiting the patience of Job, Bill, with help from a good friend, toiled for 13 years to complete a frame-off
restoration. The wood frame was replaced in its entirety and all metal surfaces were stripped bare. All
electricals were totally rewired and/or rebuilt. The interior was completely stripped, seat frames rebuilt,
everything reupholstered, and new glass made and installed.
The engine, which had cracks in the head, was sent out to be rebuilt. The Restoration Shop in Stafford was
chosen to deal with the head. This required slicing off the top layer in order to repair cracks in the water jackets
and refilling the voids with molten cast iron, which was formed to look exactly like original.
Many new parts were fabricated, including the fuel tank and lines, radiator, rear leaf springs, and aprons, both
side and front. Bill rebuilt the mechanical rear brake assemblies and installed new contracting bands. Finally,
the car’s shiny bits were replaced with new reproduction parts.
But not all went well. The sad part of the story concerns the body shop Bill picked to do the paint. After waiting
six months for an opening, he delivered the assembled car to the shop and waited another 16 months for them to
report back that the car was finished. Now, here’s the rest of the story:
Bill arrived at the shop only to find the car in pieces. In moving the car around, the body slid off the chassis. Q:
Where are the body bolts? A: That’s how you brought it to us?
When Bill told them the shade of green was not what he requested, the answer was, that’s the green we always
use. Bill had asked for a black border around the windows, but the body shop didn’t like the way that looked
and ignored his request.
When Bill tried to attach the doors, he found that they had warped from being stored in a non-climate-controlled
room too long.

Bill had done the body prep using lead on all the joints. The shop removed the lead and replaced it with bondo.
With the passage of time, Bill says the color has grown on him and the car looks good.
In fact, the end product of the restoration reveals a like-new appearance. And the car runs as well as it looks.
Bill and his wife, Heidi, enjoy drivingit around town and taking it to the cruise-in at the Jukebox Diner on
Friday nights. It also gets its share of exposure and kudos at car shows and benefits.
Among the more important awards the car has earned are Best Chevrolet at the 2015 All-GM Show at
Montgomery College and Best of Show - General Motors at the 2015 Edgar Rohr Memorial Antique Car Show
in Manassas.
When confronted with the truth about the car he just bought, Bill could have thrown his arms up and walked
away from the project. We should all be glad he didn’t. After all, saving rare old cars is a noble cause and is at
the core of our hobby. And it’s like saving our history. Bill would agree that the reward was worth the effort
even if Heidi now wants him to do a car for her.

This is how the car looked on eBay. As the owner learned, “beauty is only skin deep.”

The rebuilt nude rolling chassis is ready to be dressed.

Wood is a big part of really old cars and it takes skill to build a new body frame.

Like wood, metal doesn’t last forever. What you see here was hand-fabricated by the owner.

There’s nothing like a smart, new interior to give you that warm feeling.

This proves there is beauty in simplicity.

The proud owner after 13 years in a labor of love.

Let’s hope the spark is retarded as he tests the trusty crank.

Don’t you wish your new Mercedes engine looked this good?

The engine looks good from any angle.

A source of pride for Bill Palombo.

